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CHAIRS OF CAMDEN’S CONSERVATION AREA ADVISORY COMMITTEES 
12A Manley Street, London NW1 8LT 

10 January 2019 

To the Inspectors, Examination in Public, Draft New London Plan 

 

Written statement on Matter M47 by Richard Simpson FSA for respondent 2992 – 3pp.  

Preliminary: 

1. Camden’s CAACs are standing Committees, directly drawn from our local communities, and 

formally recognized by Camden Council. We provide the Council with independent advice on all 

aspects of planning and development which affect our conservation areas. We draw on members 

with a wide range of local expertise, including the professional expertise of our architect, town-

planner, structural engineer, and chartered surveyor members. Our areas, taken together, cover 

some 50% of the geographical extent of Camden. This statement is the agreed result of a series of 

meetings and discussions between the group of CAACs. 

Introduction: 

2. We want to emphasise that we strongly support the draft Plan’s concern with important local 

views as set out at HC3, specifically at HC3G and 7.3.6, with HC4. As community-based standing 

committees we recognize the significance of important local views in protecting a sense of place and 

of community for local people across Camden. 

3. We also strongly endorse the key findings of Historic England in its recent London's Image and 

Identity. Revisiting London’s Cherished Views. We endorse Historic England’s call for refined 

guidance, the better to achieve the aims of the London Plan views policy, clearer recognition of 

historic landmark buildings, and enhanced working between all stakeholders. 

4. We seek in our submission to address specific questions raised on Matter M47. We use examples 

to illustrate how we think the policy we support could work. These examples are brief statements. 

Where relevant we identify essential source material. In our conclusion we recognize that more 

work is needed, and see this as part of a revision of the current SPG, ‘London View Management 

Framework’ (2012). We strongly urge the importance both of this revision, and of the involvement of 

all stakeholders in that process. 

Specifics:  

5. We seek to address 3 questions raised by the Inspectors on Matter M47. 

Specifically at M47b, the Inspectors’ questions which refer to Policy HC3G and para. 7.3.6 on local 

views: 

Question 1. ‘Are “local views” a strategic matter?’, 

Question 2. ‘If so, what is the justification for giving such views the same degree of protection as 

strategic views?’, 

Question 3. ‘In this regard would the policy be effective?’ 
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Question 1 ‘Are “local views” a strategic matter?’ 

1.1 We accept that the Plan policy refers to ‘important local views’. 

1.2 We have found that the principles set out in the current ‘London View Management Framework’ 

(LVMF) (2012) provide guidance helpful in ddressing this question. 

1.3 The LVMF states (at p. 1 para. 3), in respect of Designated Strategic Views (the Views listed in 

Table 7.1 in the Draft London Plan), that ‘Each view has specific characteristics that contribute to an 

appreciation of London at the strategic level.’ 

1.4 The LVMF further states (at p. 33 para. 74), in defining Townscape Views – which are formally 

Designated Strategic Views – that ‘The Townscape Views focus on architecturally and / or culturally 

significant set pieces. They are views of an architectural or landscape composition of historical 

significance.’ 

1.5 These 2 statements show that contribution at a strategic level can be a function of historical 

significance, not of simple geographical extent. 

1.6 This is borne out by the example of Townscape View 26, St James’s Park to Horse Guards Road, 

where the view is of an area limited in extent, enclosed by an architectural or landscape composition 

of historical significance. The extent is local, the significance strategic. 

1.7 We would conclude that this definition enables a recognition of important local views consistent 

with agreed London Plan policy. 

1.8 What would this definition mean if applied to ‘important local views’? We give below some 

examples from our areas in Camden. 

1.8.1 We would argue that in these terms, views looking east from within Regent’s Park of the Park 

panorama of terraces which clearly constitute ‘views of an architectural or landscape composition of 

historical significance’,1 are of comparable ‘strategic’ status to Townscape View 26. The Park meets 

the other criteria, such as publicly-accessible and well-used viewpoints. 

1.8.2 Another example would be views within Bloomsbury of the planned sequences of Squares and 

Square Gardens, where views and vistas helped guide the layout of the area.2 The area also meets 

the given criteria for publicly-accessible and well-used viewpoints. 

1.9 If contribution at a strategic level can be a function of historical significance, not of simple 

geographical extent,  then ‘important local views’ could also be used better to recognize a number of 

exceptional local landmarks and open green spaces. 

1.9.1 We argue that views including the south front of the British Museum and views of the St 

Pancras Station hotel and its silhouette from all angles, are of outstanding historical significance, 

constituting iconic views of strategic landmarks which help define London itself. They are of 

significance well beyond the local. 

                                                           
1 For sources see Richard Simpson, ‘Regent’s Park a history’, in Regent’s Park conservation area appraisal, 

(London Borough of Camden, 2011) pp. 81-90. 
2 For sources and discussion, see Donald J. Olsen, Town planning in London: the eighteenth & nineteenth 

centuries (New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 1982) pp. 51, 55. 
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1.9.2 We also argue that areas of historic green public open space, like Hampstead Heath, have a 

similar London-wide status, identifying our city to residents and international visitors alike. Defining 

specific views in this case should be informed by the importance of historic recognition of the 

significance of views towards Hampstead, as well as of the Heath itself.3 

Questions 2 and 3: ‘If so, what is the justification for giving such views the same degree of 

protection as strategic views?’ ‘In this regard would the policy be effective?’ 

2.1 We argue that if the value of important local views is appropriately recognized, then it is critical 

to effective management of development that the same process of protection applies to all 

recognized views. 

2.2 Our experience is that a variety of regimes can be confusing and diminish the effectiveness of 

policy. 

2.3 Effectiveness of policy has been undermined when views cross borough boundaries. In Camden 

we have locally important views which include the City of Westminster and the Boroughs of Barnet 

and Islington. We see an important role for the Mayor in addressing this problem, and real value in 

the use of London-wide criteria for the recognition of Views and development management in 

relation to Views. 

2.4 In this context we urge the revision of the LVMF. In that revision, as well as in both designation 

and development management, we strongly urge recognition of the value of working with all 

stakeholders in achieving effective policy in an area which is of increasing concern to communities. 

6. Conclusion 

We have sought to contribute to this examination to urge a full recognition of the importance to 

communities of a local sense of place, and of a sense of being part of London – views provide a 

shared experience linking the local and the greater whole. Active and effective participation by 

communities in the future of our environment is a critical key to a sense of belonging and 

community in our locality and our City.  

 

Richard Simpson FSA 

Convenor and Chair 

                                                           
3 We note the paintings of Hampstead Heath and its neighbourhood by John Constable, from 1821, and the 
comments by John Nash on the importance to the development of Regent’s Park of the open view north to the 
hills of Hampstead and Highgate, see Nash to Commissioners, 31 August 1812, TNA CREST 6/119 vol 25. 


